


Levels of Difficulty 

By the Lion Cliff Rock 
A fine little cottage stands. 
For ten years I have lived 

here 
Having brought with me 

my lute. 

The painting and poem above, and those on the next page, are 
reproduced from the book Chinese Painting: Its Mystic Essence, by 
T. C Lai, Swindon Book Company. Hong Kong, 1974, by courtesy of 
the author. 

A may represent the morpheme chhng meaning 'long' or z h k g  meaning 'grow'. In a 
line of poetry by ZhSng J i  EB, YE &GRll% si shZng chhng bi6 li, a common compound 
&A shZngzhring meaning 'grow' occurs. But after trying to fit sh8ngzhkg as a compound 
in the line, we discover that the line has to be broken down intoXY - A - Bq% sisheng 
chhng bi2li in order to  derive its correct sense. In this case, A must serve as an adverb to  
modify ~q$g meaning 'separate'. Only then can we identify the meaning of A as 'long 
time'. On this grammatical level, we must keep in mind the history of the Chinese 
language because most traditional poems are written in the Tang style. We must also 
recognize that the linguistic elements which appear in different periods are not necessarily 
the same. In a line by Bii Jii-yi, BE&: %E--@B shi bri y i  shui jue', EB looks like 
shuijiao, the contemporary meaning 'to sleep'. But in the. T'ang period, %3 kok meant 
'to awake', and there was no such compound @B shuijfao as there is today. Therefore 
the meaning of this line is: 'I woke up from a nap after eating'. 

Unfortunately, grammar studies by modem linguists have not gone beyond structural 
analysis of sentences as yet. While we may be able to  solve a lot of problems .at the 
structural level, many will still remain for the next level [i-e., the role of cultural back- 
ground]. Again, ambiguity arises when we quote a line from Bii Jii-yi's poem: k+3h 
%W 3 1  q i  shi siin r2n nizn zrii drio: here, k+3 h is an ambiguous expression. It looks 
like 'seventy-three persons,' but only when we know that when Bgi Jii-yi wrote this, he 
was seventy-three years old, do we get the right meaning. The meaning of this line is 'I, 
as an old man who is seventy-three years old, will find it difficult to  come again'. In 
this line from Li B S s  poem, W$flftBJ@73R ming zhiio y6u xing brio qin lhi, M$A can 
only mean 'tomorrow morning' and not 'Ming dynasty'; this is obvious only because we 
know that the Ming dynasty is some hundred years later than Li B S s  time, and Li Bii 






